Mathematics, and more generally computational sciences, intervene in several aspects of music. Mathematics describes the acoustics of the sounds giving formal tools to physics, and the matter of music itself in terms of compositional structures and strategies. Mathematics can also be applied to the entire making of music, from the score to the performance, connecting compositional structures to acoustical reality of sounds. Moreover, the precise concept of gesture has a decisive role in understanding musical performance. In this paper, we apply some concepts of category theory to compare gestures of orchestral musicians, and to investigate the relationship between orchestra and conductor, as well as between listeners and conductor/orchestra. To this aim, we will introduce the concept of gestural similarity. The mathematical tools used can be applied to gesture classification, and to interdisciplinary comparisons between music and visual arts.
Introduction
The topic of musical gestures in performance and composition is the object of an increasing interest from scholars [2, 17, 37, 53] . Interest in gestural comparison is a natural consequence. New research about the mathematical description of gestures starts from piano, moves to orchestral conducting, and reaches singing as 'inner movement' [37, Chapter 37] . The topic of musical similarity is another important object of research [11, 21, 31] .
In music, gestures are the intermediary between musical thinking and acoustics. Musical scores contain playing instructions and performers interact with their instruments via gestures to produce a specific sound result. Gestures are also involved in musical perception [48] .
In this article, we focus on the comparison, in terms of gestural similarity, among gestures of the orchestral musicians, conductor's gestures, and specialization of the conductor's instructions into the movements of each musician, using the framework of category theory [28] . We will also briefly refer to visual arts, using the concept of gesture to connect them with music.
The interest of scholars in categories is motivated by their recent applications in physics and other sciences [51] , and, more generally, in philosophy and diagrammatic thinking [1] . Mathematical music theory that uses category theory has already been developed [40] , as well as differential calculus for musical analysis and musical gestures [33, 38, 40] . In conclusion, we refer to fuzzy logic for the definition of the degree of gestural similarity. The fuzzy logic had already been applied to music while investigating the relations between emotions and music [45] .
The state of the art of the mathematical theory of musical gestures
What is a musical gesture? We can intuitively think of the movements of a dancer (gestures) while touching the floor at discrete points (notes), see Figure  1 .
We can distinguish two different types of gestures: symbolic and physical gestures. The first are derived from the information contained in the score, and the second are the performer's real movements, see the top of Figure 1 . Let us refer to the case of the pianist as a starting point. The symbolic gesture is derived from information such as the MIDI-like command "play this key, at this time, and with this loudness." The symbolic gesture contains straight lines and, in principle, it can require an infinite speed for the transition from pressed to released key, and from one note to another. The physical gesture is given by the real, physically-possible movements made by performers in non-zero time and finite speed, represented by the hands' smooth paths (their smooth curves) in space and time.
Symbolic gestures can be transformed into physical ones via an ideal connecting surface, the world-sheet. This formal tool, coming from string theory [57] in theoretical physics-in fact, we are comparing the continuous curves of gestures to strings-is interpreted here as a hypergesture.
1 See Section 1.4 for Figure 1 : The general scheme of mathematical performance theory, from gestures (top) to notes (bottom). From the original German notation adopted in [40] , H indicates symbolic pitch, h physical pitch, E symbolic onset, e physical onset. The other parameters are here omitted for graphical reasons. The graphs in the upper part of the image represent the gesture of the fingertip on piano keyboard, in the simplified case onset (in abscissa) and vertical position (in ordinate).
more details. However, because a gesture is a trajectory in a configuration space, we can formally study symbolic and physical gesture curves in the framework of Banach spaces and functional analysis. This would constitute a valid, and more precise, alternative approach to the string-theoretical one.
In this article, we refer more specifically to similarity between physical gestures. The concept of similarity, and even the term itself, had already been used in several musical contexts [21] , for example while referring to notes and motives: we can think of "inner" comparisons inside the same musical composition [11] , of motives' classification [10] and compositions' comparisons, including an adaptation of the formalism of physics to study memory [31, 32] .
Similarity can also be introduced for gestures, while dealing with classification. 2 How can we compare a gesture with other gestures of the same kind (piano with piano), or other kinds (piano with violin)? We may also wonder how to connect musical gestures with other forms of artistic expression (for example, drawing), or with external references, as in expressive gesture performance reference to string theory is just a general metaphor.
studies [45] .
In this article we compare gestures having the same (or a similar) generator. We will make implicit use of homotopic transformation (see Paragraph 6.1 in the Appendix), as also proposed in contexts of gesture following [2, 8] . Let us consider the following example. When the orchestral conductor signals a forte for tutti, every musician makes a gesture or a combination of the more appropriate gestures depending on the technique of his or her musical instrument, to obtain acoustical spectra inside the desired range of loudness and timbre. Their gestures are thus similar (in loudness). We can intuitively find examples of such a concept also from composition. For example, while thinking of a delicate gesture, even outside music, the composer can write down a combination of notes, dynamics, tempi, to suggest to the performer a delicate final result. The performer then recreates, by using his or her knowledge of gestural technique, a sound as close as possible to the one thought by the composer 3 and filtered by the sensibility of the performer.
An inverse mechanism affects listening and music perception. A listener judges a musical performance as 'expressive' if he or she feels, also beyond music, a gestural reference to be translated into mental images, a mental feeling. We can here refer to the concept of emotions and words viewed as hidden gestures [54] , and refer to semiotics. 4 There can be cases where there is not any 'human' gestural generator, as for electronic music, but the feeling of a clear gesture is recreated in the mind of the listener, and other cases when this process is not possible. Some studies compare 'human' and electronic gestures, and describe analysis and creative developments of electronic music with respect to traditional musical instruments [3] . Even the artistic inspiration may be seen in light of gestural similarity, extending the language of artistic aesthetics to include the 'ineffable' inside the 'calculable' and understandable.
This article is structured as follows. After a list of preliminary mathematical concepts (Section 1), a first approach to gestural similarity is presented (Section 2), with a discussion of the role of conductor (Section 2.1), composer to conductor (Section 3), and some short references to music and visual arts (Section 4). Some final remarks about the possible role of fuzzy logic in classification problems, as elements of future research, and an appendix with some comments on homotopic transformation and more mathematical details on musical gesture theory, conclude the article.
3 Of course, in the limit that such a thinking can be inferred from the score. 4 We will not go deeper into detail with semiotics. The passage from a simple, instrumental movement to an expressive movement may raise issues about semiotics. For example, a "caressing" piano touch is not only finalized to get a sound, but a sound with a specific, soft timbre, that also carries a meaning, the meaning of a caressing gesture. Visualization of such a gesture is also relevant for the perception of the intended meaning. An accurate study of this field should require a separate and detailed description, as well as some perception experiments, to substantiate the connection between our mathematical approach with the musicological studies in the field [18, 19] . An example of a gesture, a mapping from an oriented graph to a system of continuous curves in a topological space, from [36] . We can compare this approach to a topic of neuroscience, about how to embed time-discrete symbolrefic processes into continuous time of neural processes [6] .
Gestures and hypergestures
We need some preliminary mathematical tools before starting our analysis and investigation of gestural similarity.
Mathematical definition of gesture
Gestures have been mathematically defined as mappings from directed graphs to systems of continuous curves in topological spaces [36] . More precisely, we start from an abstract system of points and connecting arrows which is a directed graph ∆, as shown on the left of Figure 2 . We map this directed graph to a system of continuous curves 5 in a space 6 X, with the same configuration as the directed graph ∆, as shown on the right of Figure 2 . The directed graph ∆ is called the gesture's skeleton, whereas the system of continuous curves constitutes the body of the gesture in X. With X we indicate a set of mappings in X (when we add a topology, X becomes the space of curves in X). A gesture is then a mapping g : ∆ → X. We denote the space of all gestures from ∆ to X as ∆@ X, notation used in [36] for Hom(∆, X). When we equip ∆@ X with a topology, we denote it as ∆ @X. This is the space of gestures. A curve in the space of gestures (in ∆ @X) is a gesture of gestures, and is called hypergesture.
7
Parametrized hypergestures are described in Section 6.3.1.
5 A curve c in X is a continuous function c : I → X, where I = [0, 1] is the real unit interval. 6 The space X is a topological space, e.g. spacetime. 7 This is the name introduced in [36] and used in the related literature. However, as suggested by a reader of these works, we could perhaps use the term metagesture.
Gesture morphisms
A morphism of two gestures transforms one gesture into another. Let us refer to diagram 1, containing two gestures, g : ∆ → X and h : Σ → Y . We define two functions, t and m. The function t is a transformation 8 from the skeleton ∆ to the skeleton Σ, and the continuous function 9 m, from the topological space X to Y . We can also define m : X → Y for the curves having points in X and Y respectively. These functions, jointly with the requirement of commutativity of diagram 1, define a morphism between gestures: in fact, a morphism of gestures is such a pair f = (t, m) of morphisms of digraphs and topological spaces, respectively, such that m • g = h • t [38] .
Throughout the paper, we will frequently refer to morphisms of gestures while describing the deformation of gestures with particular characteristics, such as a gesture giving a specific musical dynamic (e.g. piano) into a gesture giving a different dynamic (e.g. forte). In general, we can define a category of gestures, with the defined morphisms as morphisms between gestures.
10 Such a formalism can be seen in terms of 2-categories [26] . For example, two points in the space are 0-cells; a gesture between them is a 1-cell, and a hypergesture between two gestures is a 2-cell. If we treat point as gestures, 1-cells are hypergestures, and 2-cells are hyper-hypergestures.
Homotopies of gestures
In the gesture follower system, the identification of gestures is based on recognition of classes of gestures, that we can consider as homotopy classes of gestures [2, 9, 12, 53] . The authors do not use a category theoretic framework.
A homotopy of two gestures connects them via an entire family of intermediary gestures-we have a progressive 'deformation' of a gesture into the other. To understand homotopies of gestures, we can intuitively think of examples such as anamorphosis frequently used in Escher's drawings. We consider a parameter λ, with λ = 0 for the first gesture, and λ = 1 for the second one. The progressive transformation of the first gesture into the second one is given by all the gestures labeled with values of λ ranging between 0 and 1. This means that for every λ ∈ [0, 1], we have a gesture. A homotopic connection between 8 For example, a transformation t * modifies the skeleton ∆ = . → ., that is an arrow between two points, into another skeleton Γ = . → . → ., with one more point and arrow.
9 More precisely, m is a continuous functor of topological categories. 10 The category of gestures can be described as a comma category (id, ·) , where id is the identity on directed graphs, and · , defined from spaces to directed graphs, is the functor that associates to a space X the digraph X with the paths in X.
gestures does not automatically imply also a functional relation between them: it is another result, not true a priori. The use of a parameter λ for gestural comparisons recalls fuzzy logic 11 [22] , as discussed in the concluding Section 5. Some more considerations about homotopy, with references to the physics of sound, are given in Paragraph 6.1 of the Appendix, with a "physical" statement about similar gestures (see the Euristic Conjecture 6.1).
Hypergestures
The concept of hypergesture generalizes that of homotopy. As explained before, in a (topological) gesture space, where each point is a gesture, a curve connecting points is a gesture of gestures, a hypergesture. The difference between hypergestures and morphisms is also stressed in [36] . In the case of morphisms, we verify the relations between skeleta and bodies that are compatible; in the second case, we build curves in the space of gestures. A particular case of hypergesture is the world-sheet, the ideal surface connecting symbolic and physical gestures, see [33] for a first example. However, in this article we will not use the formalism of world-sheets for our analysis.
The main structure gesture / hypergesture suggests the use of the 2-categories formalism. In principle, because we can build hypergestures of higher order, we may extend the formalism to ∞−categories. The topic of infinite categories and quasicategories was investigated extensively by [20] and [27] . Music can be analyzed through nested structures. For example, a gesture (0-cell) connects two points (an arrow between points); a crescendo is a hypergesture (1-cell) that connects less loud gestures with louder gestures (an arrow between two arrows); and an accelerando is a hyper-hypergesture (2-cell) that transforms a slower crescendo into a faster crescendo (an arrow between arrows connecting arrows). We can build N-cells (and ideally ∞-cells) by adding each time transformations and transformations of transformations.
Mathematics for similar gestures of orchestral musicians
Let us start from a simple pianistic gesture (a primitive up-down), and an equivalent movement for a percussive gesture, let it be on a vibraphone or a xylophone. In both cases there is a 'percussive' gesture/generation of the sound. Let g φ be the physical gesture of the pianist P , and h φ the gesture of the percussionist P c . Let us for simplicity choose the same skeleton for both. The two gestures are:
The topological spaces for the two instruments are different, and so is the space of their curves. We start with the same skeleton ∆ for both gestures, an arrow connecting two points. We use the formalism of category theory to characterize the action of the potential. 12 For a reference about world-sheet, force field, and potential see Paragraph 6.4 in the Appendix. Let g φ be the physical gesture of the pianist, represented here as the result of the action of a function f P : g σ → g φ , where P stands for the 'piano' instrument. The function f P has, as its variable, symbolic gestures g σ with unspecified dynamics (that we will indicate as a 0-potential). The physical pianistic gesture corresponding to a forte dynamic is here given as a result of the same function, with a non-vanishing potential F P as second argument:
Here, g φ stands for g 0 φ . Equivalently, the percussionist's gesture is:
We can also represent the same situation with the (commutative) diagram 5, where g
The digraph morphism F : X → X is an endomorphism of arrows of X, because the gestural curves with unspecified dynamic (that we indicate here as with 0-potential) are in the same space of the curves with forte dynamic (F -potential for us). The digraph morphism F : X → X indicates a curve in the space of potentials, as already done in the case of voice [37] . We change the values, but we always are in the same space. There is an entire family of gestures generated by the choice of potential forte. There is a homotopy of connected (linked) gestures, with the second obtained from the first via a functional composition (and this, they are not independent).
We have been composing plain morphisms of graphs. To simplify the former and the following diagrams, as well as to give a description that is coherent with the 1-cell and the 2-cell definitions, we can use 2-cell notation. In a 2-categorical context, diagram 5 can be modified as diagram 6.
We are transforming the curves within the space X, modifying the loudness coordinate via the velocity/acceleration. We may also describe such a musical situation in the space of phases with position and speed, as often done in physics. In such a space, a crescendo would be easily described as a hypergesture connecting gestures with different coordinates of loudness.
To summarize, we start from a physical gesture g φ = f (g σ , •) from a certain symbolic gesture g σ and a potential •, giving the dynamic. We could think of • as a generic potential V , that is then specialized when a particular dynamic (forte, mezzoforte) is indicated. A transformation 0 → F with the forte induces a deformation of the gestural curve into another realizing the forte dynamic as result of the interaction between performer and musical instrument: we have
). The transformation of the potential 0 → F can be described by a continuous function 13 V (t), that is equal to 0 at t = 0, and to F at t = 1, the coordinate t being a generic parameter, or a time coordinate. We can describe a crescendo via diagram 7. We start from a gesture g with unspecified dynamic, we then identify the required transformation (i.e. gestural deformation) to get the piano and forte respectively, and then we define a temporal transformation P F that brings the piano gesture g P φ into the forte gesture g F φ , that is the crescendo. In terms of potentials, we have the transformation
In terms of 2-category formalism, diagram 7 can be re-drawn as diagram 8, using the vertical composition property.
Let us now explicitly use functionality. We reach the forte curves in X via f (•, F ) for the forte F , and f (•, 0) without any specified dynamic, where the 13 More generally, we can define a gesture via a function f containing such a V (t) function.
symbol • indicates the place reserved for the symbolic gesture. Here, we choose an elementary skeleton 14 ∆ =↑, and a simple symbolic gesture that is the image of such an abstract curve, indicated here also with ↑. We have f (↑, F ) = g F ) , and the diagram 9 commutes.
Two main questions arise:
1. Is this homotopy?
2. Is the process g φ → g We again use the label P for the piano, and the label P c for the percussion. In fact, this time we distinguish between F P and F P c , acting on different spaces. Diagram 10 shows the pianist's gesture (right) and the percussionist's gesture (left), having the same skeleton ∆.
14 We denote by ↑ the digraph having two vertices that are connected by one arrow.
Diagram 11 shows the same content of diagram 10 in a 2-categorical context.
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The two triangles in diagram 10 show functional transformations. How can we connect Y to X and compare the two gestures g and h? We think of g and h as being 'gesturally similar,' because we can transform the one into the other via an homotopic transformation, and they lead to similar timbres both modified into forte-see the Euristic Conjecture 6.1. We will now consider two different skeleta, and the change of skeleta ∆ → Γ, as shown in diagram 12, provided we are given a continuous function m such that m : X → Y .
The two triangles are commutative because g 
This means that there is a morphism of gestures, as defined in Section 1.2. Diagram 12, with 2-category formalism, looks like diagram 14.
Under which conditions is diagram 12 commutative also with X and Y ? The similarity definition also includes the commutativity, in diagram 12, of the square shown in diagram 15.
Similar gestural generators are supposed to provoke similar changes in the timbres, for example the creation of two forte gestures from gestures with an unspecified loudness. But, first of all, the changes have to happen in the appropriate spaces. Diagram 12 is not commutative when, for example, the generative process is similar but the resulting spectrum is not. If we strongly hit the flute with a piano hammer, it will not sound louder, and a strong use of the bow on a flute will not make a stronger flute sound. They are examples of forte gestures in non-appropriate spaces for the flute. This means that we cannot apply the same "generator" F P of pianistic forte, to obtain a forte gesture on flute. We need another generator, a F F l , to transform generic curves of flute playing into forte curves (gestures having as result a forte sound). F F l does not act on X but on some Z, where Z is the space of curves for the flute playing. The spaces X and Z can be connected by a suitable m function to transform the space of gestures of an instrument into the space of gestures of another instrument.
We can finally give a first definition of gestural similarity, as expressed in Definition 2.1. (1) is satisfied. However, because the dynamic is unspecified, we also have unspecified generators. This implies that point (2) is not satisfied, and thus the hypothesis of similarity is not verified. In fact, two gestures cannot be similar if they are obtained via two generators acting in different ways in their respective spaces (the same in our case). We can consider a forte gesture and a piano gesture, both for the same musical instrument, for example percussion P c, with the same skeleton. We have an identity for the topological space Y → Y . The two generators F P c : Y → Y and P P c : Y → Y do not act in the same way: the first selects forte curves, while the second piano curves. We have F P c •h φ = h (2) is not satisfied. See also the Heuristic Conjecture 6.1 in Paragraph 6.1 of the Appendix for a physical condition about acoustical spectra. The musical meaning of Definition 2.1 is the following. A forte gesture for the pianist and a forte gesture of the percussionist (in our example) are similar because:
1. It is possible to transfer (connect) the forte on the piano to the forte on a percussion;
2. The generator that transforms generic (neutral) gestures on piano into forte gestures on piano is the same generator that transforms generic gestures on a percussion into forte gestures on a percussion, acting in different spaces in the same way.
Both forte gestures 18 can be projected into the forte conducting gestures, using the categorical notion of colimit (Section 2.1). To decide if the two generators F P and F P c act in the same way in their spaces, and, consequently, if two resulting gestures are similar, we can also use concepts from fuzzy logic. A gesture can belong to a category but also partially to another one. For example, a range of variability allows the distinction of several forte gestures, that are all equally well-working for the same musical passage. This opens another potential research in the application of fuzzy logic to category theory [55] for music.
Conducting gestures
The conductor's gesture is specialized into gestures of all orchestral musicians, and it may be described as their colimit. For the listener, the conducting gesture can constitute a limit. 19 We can think of a person trying to get information about the orchestral sound by watching conducting gestures on a video with the audio turned off. We are considering limit and colimit because the listener (i. e., each of the listeners in the audience) refers to the orchestra, and all the orchestral instruments refer to the conductor. Moreover, the conductor, while studying the score, prepares his or her gesture depending on the orchestration, meaning what orchestral musicians are supposed to play. The listener creates his or her mental idea of the music depending on what orchestral performers are playing.
We
indicate orchestral gestures as D, conductor's gestures is their colim(D), while the audience is the lim(D).
We can draw diagram 17, including the contribution of the conductor (with C), where F C ( m C,F ), associated to the conductor's gesture, transforms conducting generic curves (with unspecified dynamic) into forte curves. In this diagram, to simplify the graphical representation, we omit the skeleton of the 19 Intuitively, limits and colimits are generalizations of products and coproducts, respectively. The product is a special case of the limit, with discrete categories. The coproduct (also called sum) is the dual of the product, obtained by reversing the arrows. Given an object P and two maps p 1 : P → B 1 , p 2 : P → B 2 , P is a product of B 1 , B 2 if for each object X and for each pair of arrows f 1 , f 2 we have only and only one arrow f :
conducting gesture.
In diagram 17, we distinguish the functions bringing the conductor's gesture to the pianist and to the percussionist. Summarizing, we have:
• gesture without specified dynamic of the pianist reflected into the basic metric gesture (no indication of dynamic) of the conductor: m C,P,0 : X → C,
• gesture without specified dynamic of the percussionist reflected into the basic metric gesture (no indication of dynamic) of the conductor: m C,P c,0 : Y → C,
• gesture of forte for the pianist reflected into the conductor's forte: m C,P,F : X → C,
• gesture of forte for the percussionist reflected into the conductor's forte:
• basic metric gesture transformed into the forte one of the conductor:
• identity Id transforming conductor's basic metric gesture into itself.
Diagrams 18 show the two commutative squares conductor-pianist and conductorpercussionist from diagram 17, respectively.
These diagrams commute because it is equivalently possible that:
• The pianist plays forte because the conducting basic metric gesture has been modified by the operator forte;
• The conductor gives a basic metric gesture and the pianist decides to play forte for reasons of expressivity or written indication.
This second case can happen, for example, for scores where rhythm and other specific indications are so complicated that the conductor needs to give simple metric indications. In formulas, we have, for the pianist, F C • m C,P,0 = m C,P,F • F P , and the same for the percussionist, substituting P c to P . Diagram 19 shows the gestural similarity between the forte gesture of the pianist and the percussionist (via m), and their reflection into the conducting forte gesture, for the pianist (via m C,P,F ) and the percussionist (via m C,P c,F ).
Using 2-categories, we can schematize diagram 17 as shown by diagram 20, with functors transforming m C,P,0 in m C,P,F and m C,Pc,0 in m C,Pc,F , respectively.
20 This is not shown in the diagram.
We can apply such a diagram to all musicians of the orchestra, getting the colimit: orchestra = D −→ conductor = colimit(D). We can define the conductor-orchestra-listener via diagram 21 in terms of limits and colimits.
666 (21) If we schematically represent the orchestral gestures as in equation 22, we can define the limit as the listener, and the colimit as the conductor, see diagram 23. The choice of listener as a limit, even if considered as a metaphor, satisfies the universal property because all the "listening and perception activities" can be reduced to the listener, in contraposition to the sound-production activities. The conductor plays the opposite role: all the "sound production" gestural activities can be related to the conducting gesture, that is a pure gesture without any direct sound production.
We can also specify the colimit diagram as shown by diagram 24, where D is the orchestra, and the colimit is the conductor's gesture ∆ conductor → X conductor .
Let us now include the detail of (some) orchestral gestures. In diagram 25, for simplicity we represent just one arrow from one orchestral gesture, g λ , to the conductor; however, each orchestral gesture, it means each g i (g λ , g κ , g µ ) in the diagram 25, has an arrow to the conductor's gesture g conductor , and also to the g gesture.
We will not deal here with a description of the universal properties of these limits and colimits, preferring some more comments on their musical meaning and implications. The gestures of the orchestral musicians can be (mathematically) injected into the conductor's ones. Intuitively, we would say the opposite: the gestures of the conductor are the initial source of movement for the orchestra, and the listener is the final target who sees the gestures, and listens to their sound result. This means that the conductor's movements are specified into the gestures of orchestral musicians, and collected as a whole result by the listener. This would imply an inverse order of the arrows in diagrams 22 and 23.
However, we can also say that the listener (emotionally) projects his or her thought inside the sound and the gestures, so the arrows come from the listener and reach the orchestral gestures. We may see the orchestral gestures as contained "inside" the conductor's ones. Let us think of the violinist's, or pianist's gestures. They are much more complicated than the conducting ones. The complicated gesture of each performer refers to, and injects into the simpler gesture, i.e. the conducting one. This means that it projects into its simplification. We can interpret piano or violin gestures as something that can be envisaged into the conducting gestures. Orchestral gestures are the development of the conducting gestures. The listener may imagine the orchestral gestures-and the shape of music-by observing the conducting gestures, even without listening to the sound. In fact, the conductor's gesture is the terminal element: there is one and only one function going from it to the g : Γ → Z having the property that all orchestral gestures are injecting into it. There is a morphism of each instrument to the conductor, and there is one and only one morphism of gestures of the conductor in Z that makes the diagram commutative. We can talk metaphorically about categorical adjunction between these two perspectives. A mediation between the two poles would involve the definition of exchanges and mutual feedback between performers, conductor, and listeners; the conductor is also a listener and the listener can influence the performance through applause or boos. An intermediate figure between who gives indication to make and who listens to the sounds may be a conductor that changes the gesture according to the performers' outcome, or, better, a performer of an electronic instrument that influences the sound production through the gesture itself (as a theremin player), and adjusts the gesture according to the sound.
If we opt for the second description or for the intuitive one, both listener and conductor are still at the opposite side, because:
• there is only one element (initial or terminal, depending on the chosen description) that collects all the orchestral gestures (for example, a "simplified version" of orchestral gestures with collected analogous movements), and there is one and only one morphism to the conductor's motor gesture;
• there is only one element (again, terminal or initial, depending on the chosen description) that reaches all the orchestral gestures (for example, a more prominent sound result given by the most relevant musical structures, elements, phrases, timbres), and there is one and only one morphism to the listener's perceptive gesture.
Both listener and conductor are silent. The conductor is making active gestures, the listener is interpreting the music heard via making similarities with his or her background, past listening experiences, musical knowledge, and personal sensibility. The conductor belongs to the motor world, while the listener to the perceptive world. If, through a software, the listener can manipulate an electronic conductor, he or she is also a conductor, and if the conductor changes his or her gestures depending on the listened sound, he or she is also a listener. In each case, listener and conductor can only be compared with initial and terminal objects in the world of the orchestral performance. 21 In the case of a piano improviser who is listening to his or her own music, listener's, (unique) performer's, and composer's roles all coincide. Within the formalism of 2-category, we can generalize the description of listener → conductor → orchestra in terms of 2-colimits and 2-limits. In this case, horizontal composition properties (among orchestral instruments, among different conductors, among different listeners) and vertical composition properties (among gestures leading to different dynamics, articulations, tempo changes) are still valid. This can be the topic of further research in itself.
Gestures from the composer to the conductor
We can schematize the gestures of the orchestral performance as a category, and the gestures hidden in the score as another category. We can define a Performance Functor connecting symbolic to physical gestures, 22 and a Compositional Functor, for the inverse movement, from the improvisation to the music transcription/composition. In diagram 26, we consider different skeleta, using labels σ, φ to denote symbolic and physical gestures, respectively. Let us use the concept of functor as morphism between categories. The Performance Functor (P. F.) connects symbolic gestures to physical gestures, for piano and percussion.
composer of the orchestral score, then the colimit role may be envisaged into the composing activity. We may say that, in this extended description, the initial and final points are both in the mind: the mind of the composer, and the mind of the listener. 22 The connection of single curves from (symbolic) systems of continuous curves to single curves from other (physical) systems of continuous curves, their skeleta being the same, has been investigated via branched graphs and branched world-sheets [33, 38] .
Gestural similarity between music and visual arts
The concept of gestural similarity can be used not only in music, but also between music and visual arts. 23 In art history, there are several examples where visual artists got inspiration from music and vice versa: we can think of Boris Mussorgsky, Luigi Russolo, and Morton Feldman, as few names. 24 In movies, particular scenes are often emphasized by musical gestures: we can think of the correspondence between the frightening bow's strikes and the knife scene in Psycho.
Several studies highlight the correspondence between music and movement [56] , especially with the applications in the field of soundtracks. In general, we can say that "music is a gesture," it is the "result of forces, impulses, experiences... both from individual and general" [49] .
Finally, we can discuss examples of sonification (mapping of non-sound data into sound-data), and we can argue that they are more effective when there are gestural similarities: a rising shape may be described via a rising pitch sequence [46] , or a "staccato" musical sequence may be compared with a collection of points on canvas. It is sufficient to see a drawing, for example, as the result of a drawing gesture. Studies in the field of psychology [56] , crossmodal correspondences [7, 43, 50] , iconicity in linguistics [34] , and audio-visual objects and the theory of indispensable attributes [23] can support these ideas. Finally, we can re-read examples of sonification [29] in light of gesture theory, and we can compose new music [30] .
We can use these ideas to investigate the connections between vocal gestures in speaking and singing, and visual shapes, framing within category theory classic perceptual experiments [41, 42, 52] .
Further developments of such a research will also include perceptual experiments to test the expected degree of similarity between music and visuals.
Conclusion
In this paper we contextualized in a categorical framework the analogies between gestures of different musicians, the gestural communication between conductor and performers. Such a formalism can also be used to compare gestures in music and in visual arts.
We proposed a first mathematical definition of gestural similarity, to allow comparisons between gestures belonging to different spaces (such as piano's and percussion's spaces) having similar characteristics, for example all realizing a forte sonority. Further research can address the more general question of the gesture classification. We can use concepts from fuzzy logic, to quantify the degree of similarity between two different gestures. Moreover, fuzzy logic can intervene in a more fundamental way, to connect symbolic and physical gestures. In fact, analogously to what we do when we think of "the" circle (as a Platonic idea) without being able to draw it, except in terms of a fuzzy circle 'not perfectly circular,' we can write a score and not be able to play exactly what it is written. Each performance can be described in fuzzy terms: 0 for the score, 1 for the "perfect" and complete musical performance, and values within [0, 1] to denote the performance in progress. Transition from symbolic to physical gestures can be reformulated in terms of progressive action of a fuzzy function.
About category theory, further research may explore in detail the universal properties of 2-limits and 2-colimits between conductor, orchestra and listener, as well as theoretical extensions and artistic implications in the field of ∞-categories.
About the relations between gestural similarity and sound, future research can also involve collaboration with scholars in the field of neurosciences, more precisely about interactions between symbolic gestures and words [4] , spoken language and arm gestures [16] , gesture, sound, imitation in phoneme production [13] [14] [15] .
In conclusion, future studies can deepen and consolidate the connections between physics, psychophysics, visual art, linguistics, and neuroscience, via a common mathematical model.
6 Appendix: More details on the mathematical theory of musical gestures
Homotopy and gestures
We will clarify the concept of homotopy and gestures used in this article. Let us suppose we have two gestures, one for the piano, and the other for the violin, with the same skeleton, see Figure 3 . A forte gesture for the pianist is similar to the forte for the violinist. The forte is transformed into piano via a diminuendo, represented by the action of the functor F P in the 2-category (more precisely, we have F P P acting on piano gestures, and F P V acting on violin gestures). There is similarity between these gestures, because the articulations and the dynamics are the same. However, if we choose a staccato gesture for the violin, there is similarity only for the dynamic, but not for the articulation. The diagram involving non-similarity is not commutative. All transformations involved are homotopic, except the one required to pass from legato to staccato gestures. We can argue the Heuristic Conjecture 6.1, connected with Definition 2.1-its physical equivalent of Condition 2 of the Definition. ton, are similar 25 if and only if they can be connected via a transformation:
1. that homotopically transforms a gesture into the other, 2. and that also leads to similar changes in their respective acoustical spectra.
Homotopy is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to get similar gestures.
Changes of loudness in orchestral playing lead also to changes in timbre, and so to changes in the spectra. The tridimensional diagram of Figure 4 shows how we can compare gestures and their acoustical results inside the same diagram. In this way, the analysis of the spectrograms can be compared with the analysis of the gestural curves in space and time. Moreover, we may define a degree of similarity considering a parameter λ that is equal to 1 for two identical gestures, and decreases to zero for gestures more and more different.
The category ∇
We describe now the ∇ category [38] , used in Section 6. [30] , in the case of the voice versus flute, and vibrato versus non vibrato. This kind of diagrams is not always commutative: it is not commutative, for example, when a sound cannot be made by any human performer doing a musical gesture on an acoustic instrument. region of space above the line x = y, consisting of points (x, y) with 0 ≤ x < 1 and 0 ≤ y < 1. The ∇ category has:
1. as objects, the points belonging to the diagonal, i.e. their pairs of coordinates that verify x = y, and 2. as morphisms, the points inside the upper triangle, i.e. their pairs of coordinates verifying x ≤ y, the pairs (x, y) with x ≤ y of real numbers x, y ∈ I = [0, 1].
The choice of the symbol ∇ is due to such a triangular form. We can use the symbol ∇ to distinguish the set of points in the space X and the set of arrows X ∇ having points in X, also indicated with X. 
Parametrized gestures
The concept of parametrized gestures is introduced to formally take into account the influence of physical and physiological parameters on gestures. 27 For each choice α of parameters in a parameter space A, we have a corresponding gesture g(α) in ∆ @X. Each choice of parameters implies a different "embodiment" of the given skeleton ∆ of Figure 2 . Moreover, we require that the mapping such as g : A → ∆ @X is continuous, and we define the set of these A-parametrized curves 28 as ∆ @ A X. Figure 5 shows two slightly different gestures, corresponding to a slightly different choice of parameters α 1 and α 2 . More formally, let ∇ be the topological category of curve parameters, and A a topological category. For every choice of parameters, we can define a curve with values in the topological category X, given by q : A → ∇@X. This is equivalent to q : A × ∇ → X. This means that, for α ∈ A, we have a curve C(α) : ∇ → X. Let us consider the unit interval I = [0, 1] and a topological category A. Going along I with a parameter t ranging from 0 to 1, we can build a parametric curve having s as parameter (for example: s for the variable of (sin(s), cos(s))). In the rectangle A × I, we have a set of values of s ranging from 0 to 1 for each choice of parameter α ∈ A. A straight line in A × I is not yet a skeleton: it can instead constitute one of 26 Curves in X are mapped into points of X, for example with functions taking the tail and the head of an arrow. We can interpret these functions as directed graphs of the set of arrows and points. In fact, we indicate as X a directed graph, identified by the curves c : ∇ → X, whose the head and tail functions, projecting to X the final and initial points of continuous curves in X. This action of projecting a curve into points can be generalized not only for final and initial points, but also for every other point belonging to the curve. 27 Parametrized gestures have been used to mathematically describe the mechanism of voice in singing [37, Chapter 37] . The dimension of the hand of the pianist, the anatomy of the vocal tract for the singer, and the values of diaphragm pressure and position of the larynx are examples of parameter choices. 28 We can define an A-parametrized gesture as a continuous function from the Cartesian product of the parameter space ∇ with the category A, with values in the topological space X, that is, A × ∇ → X. According to what is called the currying theorem in informatics, for a category C we have C(X × Y, Z)→C(X, Z Y ), where Z Y are the curves from Y to Z, and we can write that q : A × ∇ → X ∼ q : A → ∇@X. As described in [38] , an A-addressed gesture with skeleton digraph ∆ and body X is a digraph morphism g : ∆ → A@ X into the spatial digraph of A@ X. its parts. These values can be mapped into a curve in the topological space X, exactly as it happens in the definition of gesture, from a skeleton of a digraph to a curve (system of curves) in a topological space.
A morphism f : g → h of two addressed gestures g : Γ → A@ X and h : ∆ → B@ Y , is a triple f = (t : Γ → ∆, a : B → A, m : X → Y ), consisting of a digraph morphism t, an address change a, and a continuous functor of topological categories m, such that Γ@ a Y • Γ@ A m(g) = t@ B Y (h). Finally, we have that an A-addressed gesture with skeleton digraph Γ and body X is a digraph morphism g : Γ → A@ X, and we denote this set of gestures by Γ@ A X. We can finally write the relations of equations 27, 28, and 29 [38] . 
Parametrized hypergestures
The concept of parametrization can also be applied to hypergestures. Let us indicate with ∆@X the set of all the curves from ∆ to X. Let g be a Bparametrized gesture, going from the skeleton ∆ to the system of curves in the space X B . Briefly, g ∈ ∆ @ B X, where we consider the new set having the structure of topological space. In such a space, the gesture g is a point. As known, the morphisms in this new space, connecting points (gestures), are hypergestures. If we have a skeleton Γ, mapped via the hypergesture l into a system of A-parametrized curves connecting points g and h (both gestures g, h ∈ ∆ @ B X), we say that l is an A-parametrized hypergesture, and we can write l ∈ Γ@ A (∆ @ B X). If also this space has the structure of a topological space, we can write Γ @ A (∆ @ B X).
Musical forces
In the Introduction, we cited world-sheets. They can be framed in the topic of musical forces that shape their surface. World-sheets are obtained from the minimization of the action for a Lagrangian including complex time 29 [33, 37] . The shape of the world-sheet is determined by an (artistic) potential, a force field. 30 Such a surface creates a tight relation between symbolic and physical gesture, representing "artistic" forces that transform thought into artistic expression. The concept of force is a classic metaphor in musical creativity [5, 24, 39, 40, 47] . The concept of such a potential is used in numerical calculations, and used to mean the characteristic combination of parameters that distinguish a gesture from another [38] but it has not been precisely defined yet. The role of the force field may be related to the non-trivial conversion of the score's mental reality to the performance's physical reality. This process depends upon several elements such as technical difficulties, training, technical ability/skills of the performer, and expressivity of the piece.
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